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Take wireless sharing to the next level! Experience
the thrill of an energetic meeting with the Leddura
2Share Series. These interactive touchscreens are
there to make your shine.
Wireless sharing. With any device.
Safe and reliable.
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Go for wireless sharing
It’s time to shake things up in the meeting

Ready for the next level?

room! Let the Leddura 2Share Series bring

The Leddura 2Share Pro has advanced

more interaction in your team meetings.

whiteboard features. Use digital sticky notes,

Designed to share digital content within

text recognition and the integrated web

seconds. Wirelessly and safely. Combine your

browser to make meetings matter again.

presentations with the infinite whiteboard and

Book your meeting room in advance or

annotation tool. Walk up to the board and let

check room availability on the screen and

your team’s ideas flow.

start collaborating with your team right away! 
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LEDDURA 2SHARE SERIES
 uper user-friendly interface
S
Even non tech-savvy people can do a fearless presentation.
 hare content wirelessly with any device
S
Via an app or web-based. Just type in one simple code to unlock the
magic of Voila. Secure, reliable, productive. Already a Barco ClickShare
user? With the Leddura 2Share Pro you can continue to use it as it fully
integrates with the screen.
	
Infinite
whiteboard and annotation functionality
Write, mark, annotate directly on the touchscreen. And the best part is:
you’ll never run out of writing space.
 uman presence detection
H
Nobody there? The screen automatically turns off. Ready for your next
meeting? The screen turns on again when you enter the room.
 rock solid solution
A
The Leddura 2Share Series is based on a modular platform. We call it
BRIX. So, whenever your needs change, the touchscreen can grow with
you. Futureproof it is!
 op-notch JBL® Live Stage (Virtual) Surround Sound
T
The integrated 80 W JBL® speakers deliver Live-stage (virtual) Surround
sound. Unlike anything else you’ve ever experienced at work!
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ESSENTIALS
The Leddura 2Share comes in two flavours:

Whatever you choose, we promise that these

the Essentials and the Pro. The Leddura

interactive touchscreens make collaboration

2Share Essentials is your meeting room

easy and fun!

Wireless Display Sharing
Whiteboarding

essential. It has everything you need for an
energetic and engaged meeting.

PRO

Basic

Advanced

Basic

Advanced

Room Booking
Integrated Web Browser
Barco ClickShare Compatible

3 YEAR
WARRANTY

80 WATTS
JBL SPEAKERS

OVER-THE-AIR
UPDATES

CERTIFIED WITH
ENERGY STAR

BRIX
COMPATIBLE

